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Although this heading might leave the impression that we will discuss the 

advisability or inadvisability of holding a Young People’s Convention, that is definitely 

not our purpose.  The several past conventions have already proved their worth and 

desirability.  And the Sixth Annual Convention of the Protestant Reformed Young 

People’s Federation has strengthened us in the belief that they are, and should be, here to 

stay.  Rather is it our purpose to turn our thoughts back to this Sixth Convention and in 

our reminiscences add a few critical remarks, pro and con. 

It would be difficult to give one general, comprehensive reflection which would 

do justice, and at the same time, give a correct and true evaluation of it all.  The activities 

were much too varied to properly review in one or two sentences.  And even a rather 

detailed report is bound to be the biased opinion of one individual.  So we begin our task 

with many misgivings. 

Perhaps, it is best to start at the beginning.  The Convention was formally opened 

with an afternoon business session preceded by devotionals and a song service.  Among 

the interesting bits of business was the acceptance of a new member society into the 

Federation-the Esther Society (a group of younger young ladies) of the First Church in 

Grand Rapids.  We heartily welcome them to the roll of membership in the Federation 

and believe they are a worthy addition to our roster.  The election of new officers also 

took place at this meeting.  To them all we extend our congratulations and urge them to 

“give of the strength of their youth” to the large task of guiding the affairs of the 

Federation.  We would say with Saul, but mean it: “Go, and the Lord be with you”. 

Apart from this, the opening session was not spectacular: in fact, it was rather 

dull.  The small crowd present lacked enthusiasm and interest.  The singing was listless: 

we were just aching for a song leader to put some spirit into it.  There was very little 

interest and discussion of the various business matters that were presented.  At times the 

issues were not clear and few delegates seemed informed of what was to be discussed.  

We wondered if it is just impossible to have an interesting business meeting.  Would it 

help any if the material were sent to the societies for information and discussion so that 

the delegates come prepared and informed? 

The fact that there were only two ministers present at this opening meeting is a 

definite reflection on our clergy.  It is not difficult to get our Young People to attend 

pancake breakfasts and outings at the beach but it is a task to get them to attend a formal 

meeting of any kind.  If our leaders show no interest it’s strange to expect that their 

followers will. 

By way of suggestion, we would like to see our Conventions opened with a brief 

inspirational meeting on the evening before any formal sessions are held.  Such a meeting 

could consist of a short “inspirational” address, a lively song service and perhaps, a few 

miscellaneous numbers.  Ample time should be given for our young people to renew old, 

and make new acquaintances among the delegates and visiting members.  We feel that 

this would encourage attendance at ALL meetings and make for fellowship and 

friendship among our youth from near and far. 



In the evening the customary Inspirational Mass Meeting was held.  A fairly large 

audience attended; most of our Churches in this vicinity being represented.  Some, 

notably the Grand Rapids Churches, could have done much better.  If they had turned out 

as the outlying Churches did the auditorium would have been well filled.  Once again we 

felt that this was another occasion in which our Young People needed encouragement to 

attend.  It would have been heartening to see many more families present: thus revealing 

that we as parents are vitally interested in our youth.  We may decry juvenile delinquency 

and speak with concern of the careless and carefree youth of our day but if we do nothing 

to lead, guide, and encourage them our sighing is hopeless and meaningless.  It is also 

true that if we, as parents, show no interest we cannot expect that our children will. 

The speaker, the Rev. H. Hoeksema, was, as usual, “in good form”.  While 

listening, the thought struck us again that from a formal point of view his speeches on 

these occasions are among his best.  He developed his subject exhaustively and with 

clarity besides applying the material to the occasion.  So doing he again revealed his 

ability as a speaker and lecturer together with the theologian.  The address was long, 

which may have accounted for the waning interest, especially on the part of the young 

people, towards the close of the address.  Perhaps, it is impossible to say something 

worthwhile with fewer words.  We wondered whether the speaker’s “normal covenant 

youth” wasn’t rather an “ideal” covenant youth.  Isn’t it true that if we look around, such 

“normal covenant youth” as the speaker described, are few and far between?  That they 

should be so is, no doubt, true, but even as we are always abnormal, according to the 

norm of Scripture, it is not likely that we would find a “normal covenant youth”. 

Thursday, the second day of the Convention, was taken up with a pancake 

breakfast at Hughes Park and an outing at Lake Michigan.  Both events were well 

attended and highly enjoyable.  The Committee is to be commended for the clock-like 

precision and order which marked this day and the whole Convention.  The organization 

of these meetings is one of the most difficult tasks and Hudsonville proved to us that 

things can be run on schedule and with regularity. 

The Rev. J. DeJong spoke a few well-chosen words of welcome to the returned 

veterans and applied his message to our society life.  We were surprised and disappointed 

that there were so few returned service men present.  Are they all married, so soon? 

The Convention closed with a banquet on Thursday evening.  This was by far the 

largest group of young people of any of the meetings.  We received the impression that, 

generally, the age range at the banquet, as at other sessions, was younger than in previous 

years.  This may be a good sign or an ill-omen.  It may be that our younger youth are 

becoming interested earlier and foretoken a bright future of activity.  On the other hand, it 

may indicate that after the novelty was worn off our youth lose their interest and concern 

and reveal it by staying away. 

Once again, that evening, we were struck with the orderliness and organization of 

affairs.  A delicious meal was well-served; smoothly and without confusion and waiting.  

We heard some of the guests remark that it was the best organized banquet they had ever 

attended, and that, coming from the ladies, is a real compliment.  To the Host Society and 

the entire congregation at Hudsonville-hearty congratulations and thanks for a large task 

well done! 



So closed the Sixth Annual Convention.  To appreciate it fully one must have 

attended all its sessions.  Undoubtedly, those that were present look forward to next year’ 

gathering.  Let’s ALL attend ALL the time! 
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